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Introduction
Let B x, r denote a ball centered at x ∈ R d with radius r > 0, and for any > 0, B x, r will mean the ball with the same center as B x, r and with radius r. A Borel measure μ on R d is called a doubling measure if it satisfies the so-called doubling condition; that is, there exists a constant C > 0 such that μ B x, 2r ≤ Cμ B x, r 1.1 for every ball B x, r ⊂ R d . The doubling condition is a key feature for a homogeneous metric measure space. Many classical theories in Fourier analysis have been generalized to the homogeneous setting without too much difficulties. In the last decade, however, some researchers found that many results are still true without the assumption of the doubling condition on μ see, e.g., 1-4 . This fact has encouraged other researchers to study various theories in the nonhomogeneous setting. By a nonhomogeneous space we mean a metric measure space, here we will consider only R d , equipped with a nonnegative n-dimensional Borel measure μ, that is, a measure satisfying the growth condition μ B x, r ≤ Cr n 1.2 for any ball B x, r ⊂ R d and n is a fixed real number such that 0 < n ≤ d. Unless otherwise stated, throughout this paper we will always work in the nonhomogeneous setting.
As one of the most important operators in harmonic analysis and its applications, the Riesz potential operator I α defined by I α f x :
n−α dμ y , 0 < α < n, 
in the nonhomogeneous case, where, and throughout this paper, we denote by − → f the m-tuple f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f m , m, n the nonnegative integers with n ≥ 2, m ≥ 1. They obtained the following.
Obviously, it is Lemma 7 in 5 if μ is the Lebesgue measure in the proposition above and it is a multilinear setting of the result of García-Cuerva and Martell 1 .
In addition, in the article 6-8 , we have obtained the boundedness of the operator I α,m on the product of Morrey type spaces, weak homogeneous Morrey-Herz spaces, and Herz type Hardy spaces in the classical case and extended the result of Kenig and Stein. As a continuation of previous work in 4, 6-8 , in this paper, we will study the operator I α,m in the product of weak homogeneous Morrey-Herz spaces in the nonhomogeneous setting. 
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We will establish the following boundedness of the multilinear Riesz potential operator I α,m on the homogeneous Morrey-Herz spaces. 
for details, see Section 2. Hence, it is easy to obtain the following corollaries from the theorems above.
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with a constant C > 0 independent of − → f .
Throughout this paper, the letter C always remains to denote a positive constant that may vary at each occurrence but is independent of all essential variables.
The Definitions of Some Function Spaces
We start with some notations and definitions. Here and in what follows, denote by B k B 0, 2
Definition 2.1. Let σ ∈ R, 0 < p ≤ ∞, and 0 < q < ∞. The homogeneous Herz spacesK σ,p q μ are defined to be the following space of functions:
where
and the usual modification should be made when p ∞. 
and the usual modifications should be made when p ∞. 
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To shorten the formulas below, we set
3.2
It is easy to see that the case for l 1 , l 2 ∈ Λ 2 is analogous to the case for l 1 , l 2 ∈ Λ 4 , the case for l 1 , l 2 ∈ Λ 3 is similar to the case for l 1 , l 2 ∈ Λ 7 , and the case for l 1 , l 2 ∈ Λ 6 is analogous to the case for l 1 , l 2 ∈ Λ 8 , respectively. Thus, by the symmetry of f 1 and f 2 in the operator I α,2 , we will only discuss the cases for l 1 , l 2 belong to Λ 1 , Λ 2 , Λ 3 , Λ 5 , Λ 6 and Λ 9 , respectively.
By a direct computation, we have the following fact that, for x ∈ E k ,
3.3
We will use estimates 3.3 in the proof of theorems below. In addition, we always let 1/g 1/q 1 1/q 2 , 1/l 1/p 1 1/p 2 , 1/h i 1/q i − α/2n for i 1, 2, and use the notations
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It is easy to see that ∞ s 2 G i s < ∞ when n 1/q i − 1 σ i < 0, and that
We will also use repeatedly the inequality
Now we are ready to the proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that
, by the decomposition of f i above, we get
3.6
To estimate the term V 1 , we first note that inequality 3.3 and the growth condition 1.2 of μ imply that
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Hence, by the fact p < l, the Cauchy inequality and the growth condition 1.2 of μ, we can show that
3.9
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3.10
In case 1 < p i < ∞, using the Hölder inequality, we get
3.11
In case p i ∞, recalling the definition of Morrey-Herz spaces we get
3.12
Therefore, for any 0 < p i ≤ ∞, we have obtained that
3.13
For V 2 , by the growth condition 1.2 of μ, inequality 3.3 and the Cauchy inequality, we use the analogous arguments as that of V 1 to deduce that
3.14
We observe that V 21 k 0 is equal to V 11 k 0 , and so we have
with a constant C independent of k 0 .
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For V 22 k 0 , noting that 1 < q 2 , one can see easily that
with a constant C independent of k 0 . Combining inequalities 3.15 and 3.16 , we obtain
3.17
For V 3 , by using the growth condition 1.2 of μ, estimate 3.3 , and the Cauchy inequality, we obtain
Noting that V 31 k 0 V 21 k 0 V 11 k 0 , by 3.15 , we get
with a constant C independent of k 0 . As for V 32 k 0 , we can also write 
3.20
Now, we estimate V 
